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Within a sepulchral vault, and at midnight, two persons were seated. The chamber was of singular
construction and considerable extent. The roof was of solid stone masonry, and rose in a wide semicircular
arch to the height of about seventeen feet, measured from the centre of the ceiling to the ground floor, while
the sides were divided by slight partition-walls into ranges of low, narrow catacombs. The entrance to each
cavity was surrounded by an obtusely-pointed arch, resting upon slender granite pillars; and the intervening
space was filled up with a variety of tablets, escutcheons, shields, and inscriptions, recording the titles and
heraldic honors of the departed. There were no doors to the niches; and within might be seen piles of coffins,
packed one upon another, till the floor groaned with the weight of lead. Against one of the pillars, upon a
hook, hung a rack of tattered, time-out-of-mind hatchments; and in the centre of the tomb might be seen the
effigies of Sir Ranulph de Rokewode, the builder of the mausoleum, and the founder of the race who slept
within its walls. This statue, wrought in black marble, differed from most monumental carved-work, in that
its posture was erect and lifelike. Sir Ranulph was represented as sheathed in a complete suit of mail,
decorated with his emblazoned and gilded surcoat, his arm leaning upon the pommel of a weighty curtal-axe.
The attitude was that of stern repose. A conically-formed helmet rested upon the brow; the beaver was
raised, and revealed harsh but commanding features. The golden spur of knighthood was fixed upon the heel;
and, at the feet, enshrined in a costly sarcophagus of marble, dug from the same quarry as the statue, rested
the mortal remains of one of "the sternest knights to his mortal foe that ever put speare in the rest."
Streaming in a wavering line upon the roof, the sickly flame of a candle partially fell upon the human figures
before alluded to, throwing them into darkest relief, and casting their opaque and fantastical shadows along
the ground. An old coffin upon a bier, we have said, served the mysterious twain for a seat. Between them
stood a bottle and a glass, evidences that whatever might be the ulterior object of their stealthy communion,
the immediate comfort of the creature had not been altogether overlooked.
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From reader reviews:

Sherry Stevens:

This Rookwood book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in your hands. The benefit you
receive by reading this book is definitely information inside this reserve incredible fresh, you will get
information which is getting deeper anyone read a lot of information you will get. This specific Rookwood
without we understand teach the one who studying it become critical in thinking and analyzing. Don't
become worry Rookwood can bring if you are and not make your handbag space or bookshelves' come to be
full because you can have it in your lovely laptop even cellphone. This Rookwood having fine arrangement
in word as well as layout, so you will not experience uninterested in reading.

Megan Martelli:

The reserve with title Rookwood includes a lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. This specific book exist new understanding the information that exist in this
reserve represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to understand how the
improvement of the world. This kind of book will bring you throughout new era of the the positive effect.
You can read the e-book in your smart phone, so you can read the item anywhere you want.

Robert Densmore:

Typically the book Rookwood has a lot details on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot of
benefit. The book was published by the very famous author. Tom makes some research prior to write this
book. This particular book very easy to read you may get the point easily after looking over this book.

Todd Voss:

This Rookwood is great guide for you because the content which is full of information for you who else
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. That book reveal it details accurately
using great plan word or we can declare no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read this hurriedly you
can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but hard core
information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Rookwood in your hand like having the world in
your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no book that offer you world within ten or
fifteen minute right but this publication already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey Mr. and Mrs.
occupied do you still doubt that?
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